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A new liquid-crystalline elastomer-based micropillar array with pushing properties is obtained by the two-step crosslinking process, where the micropillars are oriented by uniaxial compression before the final curing. This orientation process allows the formation of a two-dimensional prolate polydomain conformation of the polymer backbone and the mesogens, and opens huge opportunities for the use of liquid-crystalline elastomers in microsystems and haptic applications.

Introduction

The combination of the liquid crystal anisotropy and the entropy elasticity of polymer networks results in materials with unique physical properties: liquid-crystalline elastomers (LCEs).1 The most relevant property of such materials is the anisotropically macroscopic change in shape when a monodomain of LCE becomes disordered by means of any external stimulus (e.g. light,2–5 magnetic6,7 or electric fields8,9). A huge deformation appears due to the shrinkage of the polymer backbone with prolate conformation along the director.8,9 Both the change in length and the mechanical properties of LCEs10,11 are strongly affected by the type of mesogens, the crosslinking density, and the attachment of the liquid-crystalline molecules to the polymer backbone.12,13

Microactuators can be designed based on LCEs, opening new possibilities for microengineering. The first lab-scale LCE materials for microdevices were synthesized by radical polymerization of acrylate-based mesogens, by aligning them under magnetic fields, and resulting in LCE actuators as micropillars,14 or by using microfluidics for obtaining spherical monodisperse particles.15 In both cases, the nematic-to-isotropic temperature was rather high (120 to 140 °C) – with a high glass transition or even crystallization temperature around 100 °C – and deformations upon heating the material were in the range of 25 to 35%. Previous works on using LCEs for the development of the microsystem technology have been performed by using low glass transition temperature networks based on siloxane chemistry.16,17

Due to the great actuating and sensing properties of such materials, a new scenario for the use of LCEs has appeared for haptic technology where interfaces can interact with the user via the sense of touch. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are introduced into the LCE matrix which had been punched in order to create a 3D structure out of the LCE film.18 Thus, light was absorbed because of the presence of the CNTs, and heat was released into the nanocomposite material, with the corresponding isotropization and shrinkage of the sample.19

In this work, we present a successful nematic side-chain liquid-crystalline elastomer micropillar array which expands in the direction of the applied orientation when the isotropic temperature is reached. This pushing behavior of the micropillars is related to the changes from the two-dimensional prolate polydomain conformation (nematic state) to the spherical conformation (isotropic state) of the polymer backbone.

Experimental

Synthesis of the mesogen and crosslinker

The rod-like side-chain mesogen (SCM) and the isotropic side-chain crosslinker (SCC) were synthesized as described in previous papers.20–23

Synthesis of the nematic side-chain liquid-crystalline elastomer micropillar array

The oriented nematic LCE micropillar array was prepared using a new orientational process, where both the mesogens and the polymer backbones show a planar orientation. After the non-complete hydrosilylation reaction,24,25 the sample was partially deswollen and removed from the reactor/mold and aligned by applying uniaxial compression perpendicular to the cylindrical axis. The curing process allowed the completion of the
hydrosilylation reaction, while maintaining the compression of the sample – second step of the crosslinking reaction in the nematic phase during the orientation of the samples. The nematic LCE was synthesized using 20 mol% of crosslinking double bonds or 11.1 mol% of a crosslinker (Scheme 1). For this crosslinking composition, the sample has 16 side-chain repeating units between two crosslinkers.

In a 5 mL flask, 477 mg (1.60 mmol) of the side-chain mesogen (SCM) 4-methoxyphenyl 4-(but-3-en-1-yloxy)benzoate, 83 mg (0.20 mmol) of the isotropic side-chain crosslinker (SCC) 1,4-bis(undec-10-en-1-yloxy)benzene, and 120 mg (2.00 mmol SiH) of poly(methylhydrosiloxane) (PMHS, DP = 259) were placed. To this mixture, 2 mL of thiophene-free toluene and 40 μL of 1%-Pt cyclooctadieneplatinum(II) chloride, Pt(COD)Cl2, in dichloromethane were added. The reactive mixture was filled in the holes of the Teflon mold which was heated at 70 °C in an oven for 1 h 45 min. Afterwards, the reactor/mold was cooled and the elastomer micropillar array was removed. In this first step the elastomer is not totally crosslinked. Some pressure was applied by fixing the distance between two Teflon plates in order to align the sample during the deswelling process, and in order to fix this orientation, the crosslinking reaction was completed by leaving the elastomer in the oven under a vacuum at 70 °C for 2 days.

**Apparatus and techniques**

The phase transformation behavior of the LCE micropillars was investigated by Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measurements using a Perkin Elmer DSC8500 differential scanning calorimeter equipped with a liquid nitrogen controller CryoFill at heating/cooling rates of dT/dt = 5, 10, and 20 K min⁻¹. The first order transition temperatures were determined by extrapolating the heating/cooling rate to 0 K min⁻¹. The glass transition temperature (Tg) was determined by the half-vitrification temperature (1/2ΔCp). The nematic-to-isotropic phase transformation temperature (TNI) was determined by temperatures of the maxima of the heat flow. The changes in the heat capacity (ΔCp) and the latent heat (ΔHNI) were calculated from the thermograms.

Swelling experiments were performed in toluene at 25 °C in order to obtain information about the effective crosslinking density and the anisotropy of the network. The dimensions of the LCE micropillars were determined using a Will Strüb-in-Wetzlar optical microscope. The volumetric swelling parameter q = V/V₀ = αr/αz is the ratio of the volume of the swollen to dry elastomer. The anisotropy of the swelling qz is defined as qz = αz/αr, where αz and αr are the swelling ratios parallel (axial) and perpendicular (radial) to the cylindrical axis, respectively, during the swelling process.

X-ray diffraction experiments were performed using a Philips PW 1730 rotating anode (4 kW) in order to obtain direct information on the WAXS reflections in the nematic phase. Cu Kα radiation (1.5418 Å) filtered by a graphite monochromator and collimated by a 0.8 mm collimator was used. The incident beam was normal to the surface of the film. The scattered X-ray intensity was detected by a Schneider image plate system (700 × 700 pixels, 250 μm resolution). From the WAXS intensities, the
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**Scheme 1** Synthetic route to the nematic side-chain liquid-crystalline elastomer SCE-10.
mean mesogen-to-mesogen and the mean polymer-to-polymer distances \((d_m^r, d_p^r)\), and the mesogen and polymer backbone angle distributions \((\phi)\) were calculated using a Gaussian distribution, and the order parameter \((S = S_q, S_d)\) was determined according to Lovell and Mitchell,\textsuperscript{26,27} where \(S_q\) is the director order parameter and \(S_d\) the order parameter that refers to the local orientational order parameter. For samples having a macroscopically uniform alignment of the director we assume that \(S_d = 1\).

Optical microscopy experiments were performed using a Nikon Eclipse ME600 polarized light optical microscope, equipped with a Nikon DXM 1200f digital camera.

Thermoelastic experiments were performed with a self-constructed apparatus designed to measure the length and diameter of a LCE micropillar as a function of temperature (Fig. ESI-1†). After cutting and placing one LCE micropillar on a self-constructed micro-hotplate with controlled atmospheric chamber and temperature (ITC 510, Thorlabs), pictures were recorded with a Moticam 2300 3.0 MPixels digital camera mounted on a Leica DM LM upright optical microscope. The change in radius \((r = d/d_{m\alpha})\) and height \((h = h/h_{m\alpha})\) was calculated by evaluation of the optical pictures with the image processing software ImageJ 1.47.

In order to measure the mechanical actuation of the sample, the LCE micropillar array was heated from room temperature to 90 °C using a self-constructed miniaturized hotplate, which consisted of a Peltier (TEC 1.4-6, Thorlabs) placed between two aluminum plates in order to stabilize and homogenize the temperature. Temperature was monitored by a temperature sensor coupled to a power controller (ITC 510, Thorlabs). The force (stress) generated during the expansion of the LCE micropillars when heated was measured using a dynamometer (MS-025, MARK-10) with a resolution \(\Delta F = 0.05\) mN, which was in contact with the top surface of one single LCE micropillar. The use of microtranslational stages allows the correct relative positioning between these elements. The dynamometer was coupled to a computer, and all relevant data like temperature, time and measured force were acquired by self-developed data acquisition software. Two complete heating and cooling cycles were recorded and analyzed for each LCE micropillar (Fig. ESI-2†), showing good repeatability in the results from the two cycles.

The Teflon templates for the LCE micropillars were micromechanized in PTFE to avoid any degradation during the evaporation of solvents and at high temperatures. The dimensions of the holes in the Teflon templates were calculated taking into account the volume fraction of non-volatiles which are the constituents of the final LCE micropillar. Some 30 mm side square Pyrex substrates with 0.5 mm thickness were chosen to ensure good heat transfer to the LCE micropillars. All Pyrex substrates were first treated with allyltrichlorosilane (95%, ABCR) in order to guarantee a strong chemical adhesion of the LCE micropillars to the substrate, by depositing few drops of the reactive silane on the Pyrex surface under nitrogen atmosphere. The deformation of the LCE micropillars was induced by applying a homogeneous uniaxial compression along the vertical axis of the LCE micropillars before the final crosslinking process of the material. Thus, from the original height of 3.63 mm after the first crosslinking stage, the micropillars were uniaxially deformed to 3.00 mm \((\lambda = 0.83)\) by fixing their height after the second crosslinking process. This uniaxial compression (biaxial deformation) is the key step of the preparation process for the alignment of the sample, and together with the crosslinking density, will define the final expansion ratio of the LCE micropillars. In the nematic state, the LCE micropillars have average dimensions of 3.00 mm in height and 2.46 mm in diameter. After heating the LCE array to the isotropic phase, the average dimensions of the micropillars changed to 3.63 mm in height and 2.10 mm in diameter.

Results and discussion

Liquid-crystalline elastomer micropillar array preparation

The orientated nematic LCE micropillar array was prepared using a new orientational process, where both the mesogens and the polymer backbone show a planar orientation. The mixture of mesogen, crosslinker, polymer backbone, and catalyst in toluene was placed in the reactor/mold gaps (Fig. 1a), and removed after the non-complete hydrosilylation reaction at 70 °C. The sample was partially deswollen and removed from the reactor/mold (Fig. 1b), and aligned by imposing a uniaxial compression (biaxial deformation) in the direction of the cylindrical axis (Fig. 1c). The curing process allowed the completion of the hydrosilylation reaction, while maintaining the compression of the sample (Fig. 1d) – second step of the crosslinking reaction in the isotropic phase at 70 °C during the orientation of the sample.

Using this deformation approach, a two-dimensional prolate polydomain conformation of the polymer backbone together with the mesogens should be expected, which corresponds to a preferred planar orientation (Fig. 2). Thus, when isotropization of the nematic liquid-crystalline elastomer takes place, an expansion along the direction where the uniaxial compression was applied and a contraction in the other two directions perpendicular to the applied deformation direction will be measurable (Fig. 1e). Indeed, this two-dimensional prolate polydomain conformation will lead to a new deformation mechanism for LCEs upon isotropization. Conventional prolate LCEs are uniaxially oriented, and this deformation induces shrinkage along the macroscopic orientational direction upon heating the sample. In contrast, two-dimensional prolate polydomains of LCEs which can be obtained by uniaxial compression (or an equivalent biaxial orientation) induce the opposite effect: expansion along the macroscopic deformation direction. The anisotropic deswelling method has been used for the synthesis of two-dimensional prolate polymer conformations in cholesteric LCEs for tunable mirrorless lasing,\textsuperscript{28} but only expansions of 12% in the direction of deswelling were obtained,\textsuperscript{29} and this method cannot be applied for the production of cylinder-like objects. Moreover, the actuation principle for the LCE micropillars consists of using an external stimulus to induce an expansion along the cylinder axis \((\lambda_c)\) and shrinkage in the radial direction \((\lambda_s)\) as shown in Fig. 1e.
Liquid-crystalline elastomer micropillar array characterization

The thermal properties of the micropillars were evaluated by DSC experiments, showing a glass transition temperature $T_g = -9 \, ^\circ C$ with a change in the heat capacity $\Delta C_p = 0.470 \, J \, K^{-1} \, g^{-1}$ characteristic of polysiloxane-based liquid-crystalline elastomers, and a clearing temperature $T_{NI} = 57.2 \, ^\circ C$ with a transition enthalpy $\Delta H_{NI} = 1.23 \, J \, g^{-1}$ common for nematic elastomers (Fig. 3). These temperature values show that the material is suitable for actuation: it has a soft and flexible polymer backbone, with a relatively low actuation temperature. In order to investigate the order in the micropillar in the nematic phase, swelling, X-ray, and polarized optical microscopy experiments were performed at room temperature.

Swelling experiments were done using toluene as a solvent at room temperature, and values for the swelling ratios $\alpha_r$ and $\alpha_z$ of $1.56 \pm 0.04$ and $1.71 \pm 0.05$ were obtained, respectively. The...
higher value for the swelling ratio along the axial cylindrical direction already indicates a more compressed state in this direction with respect to the radial one. Usually, non-oriented samples show swelling anisotropy values equal to the unit, and for this radial prolate polydomain sample the swelling anisotropy value $q_z = a_z/a_r$ of 1.10 ± 0.04 indicates that the sample swells more in the $z$-axis. This anisotropically enhanced swelling capacity manifests as an effect of the applied compression during the alignment of the sample, which leads to an extra expansion when incorporating solvent molecules in the swollen isotropic state. Furthermore, the swelling parameter $q = 4.2 ± 0.3$ has a value which is close to that for side-chain LCE samples with a crosslinker content of 10 mol%.$^{2,29}$ Other samples were prepared and analyzed at different synthetic steps, and the effect on their swelling behavior was evaluated (Fig. ESI-3†). A partially crosslinked non-oriented micropillar swells more than a fully crosslinked micropillar, and the swelling anisotropy values of a fully crosslinked oriented micropillar are higher than those in the non-oriented samples.

X-ray experiments were also performed at room temperature, and the two directions (axial and radial) were analyzed by placing the beam perpendicular to each of them. The analysis of the sample when the X-ray beam was perpendicular to the cylindrical axial direction ($z$-axis) (Fig. 4a) showed a 2D X-ray pattern with two maxima in the meridian (Fig. 4b), which corresponds to a distribution of mesogens in the plane parallel to the circular cross-section of the micropillars. Deeper insight into the orientation of the material was obtained by means of XRD, where the 1D X-ray pattern (Fig. 4c) shows two maxima at distances $d_p = 8.6 \, \text{Å} (q_p = 7.35 \, \text{nm}^{-1})$ and $d_m = 4.4 \, \text{Å} (q_m = 14.3 \, \text{nm}^{-1})$, which correspond to the polymer and the mesogen distance, respectively. The azimuthal analysis of these two previously indicated distances shows two maxima at 90° and 270° for both distributions (Fig. 4d). Thus, a radial prolate polydomain conformation for both the polymers and the mesogens is present in the oriented micropillars. The calculated order parameters for both distributions were negative, with values of $S_p = -0.35$ and $S_m = -0.33$ in agreement with ordered radial distribution of domains in the cylindrical plane of both the polymer and the nematogen. The measurement performed when the X-ray beam was parallel to the cylindrical axial direction ($z$-axis), as indicated in Fig. 4e, showed a random distribution of the nematic domains, with no maxima in the 2D X-ray pattern (Fig. 4f), and no maxima in the azimuthal distribution of both the mesogen and the polysiloxane polymer backbone (Fig. 4h). The 1D X-ray pattern (Fig. 4g), in contrast, showed features similar to those of the measurement done with the X-ray beam perpendicular to the $z$-axis.

Polarized optical microscopy experiments were performed on a micropillar section perpendicular to the cylindrical axis in order to investigate the nature of the planar orientation of the mesogens as observed previously by X-ray experiments. The results confirmed the two-dimensional prolate polydomain conformation where birefringence was always present in the sample when measuring the sample at different rotating angles (Fig. 5).
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**Fig. 4** Confirmation of the nematic planar orientation of the LCE micropillars by XRD experiments: (a) X-ray beam perpendicular to the axial direction of the micropillar, (b) 2D XRD pattern with two maxima in the meridian, (c) 1D XRD radial intensity distribution with two maxima at 8.6 Å and 4.4 Å corresponding to the polymer–polymer distance and the mesogen–mesogen distance, respectively, and (d) azimuthal XRD intensity distribution of the mesogens and the polymer backbone; (e) X-ray beam parallel to the axial direction of the micropillar, (f) 2D XRD pattern with no maxima, (g) 1D XRD radial intensity distribution with two maxima at 8.5 Å and 4.4 Å corresponding to the polymer–polymer distance and the mesogen–mesogen distance, respectively, and (h) azimuthal XRD intensity distribution of the mesogens and the polymer backbone.
Thus, the polydomain was structurally proven due to the scattering of the sample and the presence of microdomains distributed radially in the plane of the cylinder.

Liquid-crystalline elastomer micropillar array actuation

The change in the dimensions was optically evaluated on a temperature range from room temperature to the isotropic state in order to investigate the mechanism from the two-dimensional prolate polydomain conformation to the spherical conformation of the polymer chains and mesogens.

In the nematic state, the LCE micropillars have average dimensions of 3.00 mm in height and 2.46 mm in diameter. After heating the LCE array to the isotropic phase, the average dimensions of the micropillars changed to 3.63 mm in height and 2.10 mm in diameter (Fig. 6a and b). These results are summarized in the thermoelastic plot (Fig. 6c), where the change in length in the axial ($\lambda_z$) and radial ($\lambda_r$) directions is shown as a function of temperature. A clear change in both directions is observed, with values at room temperature of $\lambda_r (22 ^\circ\text{C})=0.83$, which correspond to a contraction of $\lambda_r (22 ^\circ\text{C})=15\%$ and to an expansion of $\lambda_z (22 ^\circ\text{C})=21\%$. Shapes of both contraction and expansion curves in the thermoelastic plot are common for nematic LCEs with an inflexion point at $T_{NI}=57.5 ^\circ\text{C}$ related to the clearing temperature of the material, and with no discontinuity when approaching the isotropic state due to the presence of a para-nematic phase induced by the crosslinking process.

Finally, the mechanical actuation was analyzed, by measuring the forces exerted by the micropillar during expansion upon heating and contraction upon cooling (Fig. 7a). The force was measured as a function of time using a dynamometer, while heating the bottom part of the LCE micropillar array. The maximum measured force was $F=20$ mN at the set temperature of $T_{set}=90 ^\circ\text{C}$ (Fig. 7b). The time needed to reach this maximum force was around $t=2$ min, and showed full reversibility and repeatability upon cooling of the LCE micropillar array. The true stress was evaluated as a function of the micropillar temperature, taking into account its cross-section, its dimensional change as a function of temperature, as well as the measured force. The results show a fast growing stress behavior upon reaching the isotropic phase, with a value of $\sigma_t=5.6$ kPa, and a hysteresis factor of 1.1 between the heating and cooling curves (Fig. 7c).

All nematic LCE samples reported up to now showed a prolate conformation of the polymer backbone together with a nematic orientation which follows the direction of the applied uniaxial stretching ($z$-axis) of the sample during the sample preparation. The new nematic LCE sample presented in this work has a two-dimensional prolate polydomain conformation coming from the uniaxial compression (biaxial deformation), which leads to a radial distribution of the polymer backbone and mesogens in the plane ($xy$-plane). Thus, in the isotropic
state, all previously known nematic LCE samples contract along the $z$-axis, and expand in the other two axes ($x$- and $y$-axis), while being able to lift weight or generate a retractive force upon heating, but not a pushing force upon cooling. Now, for the first time, a nematic LCE sample can expand along the $z$-axis and contract in the other two directions ($x$- and $y$-axes), and the new actuation principle allows LCEs to generate a pushing force and lift a weight upon heating.

The values for the change in height ($\Delta z = 630 \mu m$), force ($F = 20$ mN), and stress ($\sigma = 5.6$ kPa), together with the processability and tunability of the chemistry in terms of mechanical and thermal actuation, make these LCE optimal materials for haptic applications, and their use as Braille displays. A Braille blister will require micropillars of 1.0–1.2 mm in diameter, a minimum change in height of 300 $\mu m$, and minimum forces of 15–30 mN, together with short switching times below the second scale. The energy efficiency and time responsiveness need to be investigated further.

Conclusions

A new LCE micropillar array with two-dimensional prolate polydomain conformation of the polymer backbone and the mesogens has been successfully synthesized. This new concept of the orientation of silicone-based LCE systems by uniaxial compression (biaxial orientation) allows for obtaining micropushers, with actuation temperatures around 55 °C. The two-dimensional prolate polydomain conformation of the LCE micropillars was confirmed by swelling, polarized optical microscopy and X-ray experiments, where the anisotropic swelling value above the unit and the planar distribution of the prolate polymer backbone and nematogens were observed.

The resulting LCE micropillars show an expansion factor of $\varepsilon_z = 21\%$ along the axial direction and a contraction factor of $\varepsilon_r = 15\%$ in the radial direction upon isotropization of the sample. These changes in the dimensions, together with the actuation force of $F = 20$ mN ($\sigma = 5.6$ kPa), and the possibility of obtaining different shapes on demand – besides the common LCE strip – make the LCE materials very suitable candidates for haptic applications, as well as for their integration in Microsystems Technology, in the development of complex devices through a batch process.
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